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We give a characterization of manifolds modeled on R” = dir lim 88” or Q” = dir lim Q”, where 
Q is the Hilbert cube, and elementary short proofs of the Open Embedding Theorem for these 
manifolds and the following theorem generalizing the Stability Theorem: Each fine homoropy 
equioalence between these manifolds is a near homeomorphism. Moreover we establish the Open 
Embedding Approximation Theorem. 
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0. Introduction 
Let R denote the real line and Q the Hilbert cube which we regard as the countable 
infinite product of the unit closed interval I = [0, 11. By Iw” and Q”, we denote the 
products of n copies of R and Q respectively and we identify R” and Q” with 
ox” x{o}~lR”+’ and Q” x (0) c Q”+’ respectively. Then let Rm = dir lim I?’ and Q” = 
dir lim Q”, i.e., R”= UncN R” and Q” = lJnGN Q” with the weak topologies deter- 
mined by families {R”: n EN} and {Q”: n E N} respectively. Paracompact manifolds 
modeled on R” and Q” are called UT?“-manifolds and Q”-manifolds respectively. 
We assume separability for all these manifolds. Aspects of these manifolds have been 
studied by R.E. Heisey, V.T. Liem et al. Their works show that the behavior of 
these manifolds is similar to that of met&able infinite dimensional manifolds, e.g., 
&-manifolds or Q-manifolds. Refere to [3-10 and 15-181 and also to [11, 121. 
Metric versions of R” and Q” are called u (or l{) and _Z respectively, that is, u 
and t: are subspaces of Hilbert space l2 such that u is the span of the usual 
orthonormal basis and Z is the span of the Hilbert cube nneN r-2-“, 27 (cf. [14, 
Sect. 21). Recently, J. Mogilski [20] gave characterizations of manifolds modeled 
on these spaces. In Section 1, we give similar characterizations of W-manifolds 
and Q”-manifolds. A space X is a countable direct limit of (finite dimensional) 
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compact merric spaces if X = dir lim X, where each X, is a (finite dimensional) 
compact metric subspace of X,,,. Any Q”-manifold @“-manifold) is such a space 
by [3, Proposition III-21 (and its Rx-version). Such a space X is a Q”-manifold 
(Rx-muntfold) tf and onl_v tf each embedding from a closed subset A of any (&ire 
dimensional) compact metric space B into X can be extended to an embedding from 
some neighborhood ofA in B into X. Our proof is at the same time a short proof of 
the Open Embedding Theorem [5, lo]. Although the original proof is based on the 
Stability Theorem, our proofs is elementary and does not need it. 
The Stability Theorem for R”-manifolds or Q”-manifolds had been established 
by Heisey with troubles. See [5-lo]. Liem introduced the notion of R”-deficiency 
or Q”-deficiency based on the Stability Theorem and established the Relative 
Approximation Theorem by R”-deficient or Q”-deficient closed embeddings and 
the Unknotting Theorem for [W”-deficient or Q”-deficient closed sets. Using these 
theorems, he proved the o-Approximation Theorem for these manifolds and, as a 
corollary, that every fine homotopy equivalence between these mantfolds is a neur 
homeomorphism. See [15-171. In Section 2, we give a short and elementary proof 
of the last fact generalizing the Stability Theorem. The Classification Theorem for 
these manifolds are also proved similarly and more easily. Moreover we prove the 
Open Embedding Approximation Theorem for these manifolds which is a version 
of Henderson-Schori’s result [ 131. 
Now we recall some definitions. Let % be an open cover of a space Y. A map 
f: X + Y is %-near to a map g: X + Y (or f and g are Q-near) provided for each 
x E Xf(x) and g(x) are contained in some U E (4% A homotopy h: X x I --, Y is called 
a Whomotopy provided for each x E X h({x} x I) is contained in some U E %. When 
f = h, and g = h,, we say that f is Whomotopic to g (or f and g are 9%homotopic) 
and denote f=%g. For A c X, a homotopy h: X x Z + Y is stationary on A provided 
h,]A = h,lA for all t E I. When f = h, and g = h,, we say that f is homotopic to g 
stationurily on A (or f and g are homotopic stationarily on A). For Bc Y, denote 
st(B,%)=U{LrE%: Bn U#k3} 
and for a collection 93 of subsets of Y, 
st( 93, %) = {st( B, ‘3): B E 93}. 
Inductively, we define 
st’( 93, %) = st( 9, %) and st”+‘( 9, %) = st(st”(93, %), %) for n 3 1. 
We write st % = st( Ou, %). An open cover “cr of Y’ is a refinement of % (or “cr efines 
%) denoted by “c/‘< % (or Q > V) if each VE ?f is contained in some U E %. When 
st 7r<%, we write V*C 9 (or %>>*7r). 
1. Characterization and open embedding theorem 
The main tool of this section is the following: 
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1.1. Lemma. (a) Euery R”-manifold M has thefollowing property: 
( ZTf) Each embedding from a closed subset A of any finite dimensional compact 
metric space B into M can be extended to an embedding from some neighborhood 
of A in B into M. 
(b) Every Q”-manifold M has the property (8) that is the above property with the 
phase ‘jnite dimensional’ deleted. 
Proof. Although this is known (e.g., use the Open Embedding Theorem and Lemma 
2 in [lo] or the Unknotting Theorem with Corollary 1 in [16]), we give a proof 
because this lemma yields the Open Embedding Theorem in an easy way. We use 
only a theorem of Michael [19, Theorem 3.61. Because of similarity, we prove 
only (a). 
Clearly property (Z?,) is G-hereditary, that is, (i) if a space has property (8,-) then 
its open subspaces have also property (g,); (ii) if a space is the union of two open 
sets which have property (%‘,-) then it has property (‘&‘,); (iii) if a space is the discrete 
union of open sets all of which have property ( gf;> then it has property (8,). Without 
difficulty, we can see that R” has property (‘14;-) (cf. Lemma 1 in [IO]). Hence M 
has property (‘i?,-) locally, that is, each point has an open neighborhood which has 
property (g,). By [19, Theorem 3.61, M has property (%,-). 0 
The following is easy: 
1.2. Lemma. Let X = dir lim X,, where X, c X,,,, for each n EN. (i) If LJ = dir lim U, 
where each LJ” is an open subspace of X, and U,, c LJ,,,, then U is an open 
subspace of X. (ii) Each compact subset of X contained in some X,, if X is Hausdor- 
Now, we will show that the properties (‘8,-) and ($) in 1.1 characterize W”- 
manifolds and Q”-manifolds among countable direct limit spaces. 
1.3. Theorem. (a) A countable direct limit X of finite dimensional compact metric 
spaces is an W’-manifold if and only if X has property (8,). (b) A countable direct 
limit X of compact metric spaces is a Q”-manifold if and only ifX has property (8). 
Proof. (cf. [1 11). We must show the ‘if part. Because of similarity, we prove only (a). 
Write X =dir lim X, where each X,, is a finite dimensional compact metric 
subspaces of X”+,. Put n, = 1 and take an embedding f,: X,, -, W”I. Property (‘;5;) 
yields a relatively compact open neighborhood U, off,(X,,) in Iw”‘! and an embedding 
g,: cl U, --, X such that g,/f,(X.,) =fi’. By compactness, we can find an n2> n, so 
that g,(cl U,) c X,,. From [lo, Lemma 11, we have an embedding fi: Xn,+W, 
m2> ml such that f2]g,(cl U,) = g;‘. Similarly as above, property (5$i, extends fi’ 
to an embedding g,: cl U2+ X,,,, n,> n, from the compact closure of an open 
neighborhood U2 of fi(X,,) in IwT. Thus by induction, we have the following 
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commutative diagram of embeddings: 
fr >fT>fr> **. 
u, c u, c lJ, c * * . 
n n r-l 
lR”f C Iw”2 C Iw”, C . . . 
where each U, is an open set in Iw”a. Since 
X = dir lim X,, = dir lim U, 
and dir lim Vi is an open subspace of dir lim Iw”~ = R”, X can be embedded in R’ 
as an open set, that is, X is an R”-manifold. c3 
From the above proof, we have the Open Embedding Theorem for IV-manifolds 
and Q”-manifolds. 
1.4. Open Embedding Theorem. (Heisey [5, lo]): Any RX-manifold (resp. Q”-mani- 
fold) can be embedded in R” (resp. Q”) as an open set. 
We remark that the Stability Theorem is not used, while in the original proofs of 
[5, lo] it was used in order to apply [3, Corollary 11-71. 
1.5. Lemma (a) Any W-manifold M has the following property: 
(SB,) Let f: B + M be a map from a finite dimensional compact metric space B into 
M that restricts to an embedding on a closed subset A of B. Then for each open 
cover % of M, there exists an embeddingg: B + MextendingnA which is %-homotopic 
to f stationarily on A. 
(b) Any Q”-manifold M has the property (d) that is the above property with the phase 
‘jnite dimensional’ deleted. 
Proof. Using the Open Embedding Theorem, this is a direct consequence of [lo, 
Lemma 21 and its Q”-version. (We can also prove that properties (&,.) and (Op) 
are G-hereditary (cf. [ 10, Lemma 31) and we have a direct proof similarly as 1.1.) 0 
As it is easily seen that R”-manifolds and Q”-manifolds are ANE’s for compact 
metric spaces, the above properties (&,-) and (&) characterize these manifolds among 
ANE’s for compact metric spaces which are countable direct limits of @ire 
dimensional) compact metric spaces. This corresponds to Mogilski’s characterization 
[20] of manifolds modeled on o and Z which are metric versions of R” and Q”. 
In contrast to Mogilski’s, we can release the OU-homotopy condition. Our charac- 
terization yields the version of [ 14, Theorem 2 of Section 61. See Section 7 of [ 141. 
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Using our characterization, we can easily prove the following generalizations of 
Henderson’s result [ 121. 
1.6. Corollary. (a) Let X be a countable direct limit of finite dimensional compact 
ANR’s. K&en X xR” is an R”-manifold. (b) Let X be a countable direct limit of 
compact ANR’s. Then X x Q” is a Q”-manifold. 
1.7. Corollary. Let K be a countable simplicial complex. Then IKI XIR” is an 
V-manifold and IKI x Q” is a Q”-manifold. 
These are generalized to the result of Heisey and Torunczyk [I I] as follows: 
Let X = dir lim X, where each X, is a finite dimensional separable locally compact 
ANR closed subset of X “+,. if for any n, k E N there is some m > n such that 
(i) X,,, has the disjoint k-cell property, and 
(ii) X, is a Zk-set in X,, 
Then X is an W-manifold. In fact, it follows from [I 1, Corollary 51 that X has 
property (4). 
The Q”-version of the above is as follows: Let X = dir iim X, where each X,, is 
a separable locally compact ANR closed subset of Xn+,. Iffor any n EN there is some 
m > n such that 
(i) X,,, has the disjoint k-cell property for each k E N, and 
(ii) X, is a Z-set in X,, 
then Xis a Q”-manifold. However (i) implies that X,,, is a Q-manifold by Toruliczyk’s 
characterization of Q-manifolds [21]. Then from (ii), X can be written as dir lim X,, 
where each X,,, is a Q-manifold and a Z-set in X,,+,. Thus this Q”-version is 
equivalent to the statement that if X = dir lim h4, where each M, is a Q-manifold 
and a Z-set in M,,, then X is a Q”-manifold. To see this, using the Z-Embedding 
Approximation Theorem for Q-manifolds (18.2 (or 18.1) in [I]), we may show that 
X is property (~4). And moreover, as a consequence of the Open Embedding 
Theorem, the converse also holds, that is, each Q”-mantfold can be expressed as 
dir lim M, where each M, is a compact Q-manifold and a Z-set in M,,, (see [7]). 
Since a Z-submanifold of a Q-manifold is collared [I, Theorem 16.21, it is 
considered as a ‘boundary’. The following is an KY-version of the above last fact. 
1.8. Proposition. Every W-manifold M can be expressed as dir lim M, where each 
M,, is a finite dimensional compact manifold contained in aM,,+, as a submantfold. 
Proof. First, write M = dir lim X, as in the proof of 1.3. And take an embedding 
f,:Xn,+Rml,n,= 1. Similarly as 1.3, using property ( %,), we have a compact manifold 
neighborhood M, of f,(X,,) in Iw”l and an embedding g,: M, +X,,?, n,> n,, which 
extendsfi’. By [lo, Lemma 11, we extend g;’ to an embeddingf,: X_+lR-, m2> m,. 
From property (FI), f;’ can be extended to an embedding g;: M;+ M from a 
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compact manifold neighborhood Mi of f2(XnZ) in [w”~ into M. And then put 
MZ = Mi x I. Using property (tiJ) we extend gi to an embedding g,: Mz+ M and 
choose n, > n, so that gz( M2) c X”,. Then clearly M, c aM,. Thus inductively, we 
have the following commutative diagram of embeddings: 
where each M, is a compact manifold contained in ?IM,+, as a submanifold. Clearly 
M = dir lim M.. 0 
For characterizations of R”-manifolds or Q” -manifolds, the next problem is 
important: 
1.9. Problem. Characterize spaces which are countable direct limits of (finite 
dimensional) compact metric spaces. 
2. Approximation by open embeddings and homeomorphisms 
The main tools of this section are Lemma 1.5 and the 
Extension Theorem (cf. Proof of [22, Ch. IV, Theorem 2.21): 
following Homotopy 
2.1. Homotopy Extension Theorem. Let X be an ANE for compact metric spaces and 
% an open cover of X. If a map f: A+ X of a closed subset of a compact metric space 
B is %-homotopic to the restriction glA of a map g: B + X, then f admits an extension 
f: B + X Shomotopic to g. 
The next theorem is an R”- or Q”-version of [13, Theorem B] which follows from 
the Stability Theorem, [3, Theorem 11-61, [15, Theorem 3.31 and [17, Theorem 2.31. 
We will give an elementary easy proof. 
2.2. Open Embedding Approximation Theorem. Let M and N be Rx-manifolds (or 
Q”-manifolds) and f: M + N a map. Then for any open cover % of N, f is %-near to 
an open embedding. 
Proof. Write M = dir lim X,, and N = dir lim Y, where the X,, and Y,, are finite 
dimensional compact metric subspaces (or compact metric subspaces) of Xn+, and 
Y II+1 respectively. From paracompactness of N, % admits a sequence of open 
refinements %,, n = 1,2,. . . such that 
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Inductively, we define open covers V,, ‘V*, . . . as follows: 
~,=~,and7/^,+,=st(7r,,~“+,), n=1,2 ,.... 
Note that each 7”” refines Q. Put n, = 1. By Lemma 1.5, take an embeddingf,: X,, + N 
‘Ir,-homotopic to AX”,. And choose an M, > 1 so that f,(X.,) = Y,,,,. Using Lemma 
I. 1, we have an embedding g;: W + M from a compact neighborhood W of f(X,,,) 
in Y,,,, which extendsfi’. Note that g{-’ is an extension off,. Let h: X,, x Z + N be 
a V,-homotopy such that Zr,=nX,, and h, =f,. We extend h to a map 
h’:X”,xzug’,(W)x{O, l}+N 
by hl,sngi( W) and hl =g{-‘. Since N is an ANE for compact metric spaces, h’ 
admits an extension h”: L?+ N from a neighborhood r?l of 
in g{(W) x I. Since for each x E X,,, h”({x} x I) = h({x} x I) is contained in some 
VE clr,, there is a compact neighborhood W’ of X,, in g{( W) such that W’ x Z c 6’ 
and for each x E W’ h”({x} x I) is contained some VE T,, that is, h”l W’ x Z is a 
“Ir,-homotopy. Hence g!-‘l W’ is 7r,-homotopic to fl W’. Note that g;-‘( W’) is a 
compact neighborhood off,(X,,) in Y,,,,. Let Z-J, = int y,,, g{-‘( W’). Thus we have a 
relatively compact open neighborhood U, of and an embedding g, = g;lcl U,: cl U, + 
M such that 
g,f, = id and g;’ =“lf/g,(cl U,). 
Choose an nz > n, so that g,(cl U,) c X_. From the Homotopy Extension Theorem, 
g;’ can be extended to a map fi: Xnz + N Ccr, -homotopic to AX”,. Lemma 1.5 yields 
an embedding fi: X,,,+ N which is an extension of g;’ and Q,-homotopic to f;. 
Then we have 
fig, = id and f2 = %flX,, 
Choose an m,> ml so that f2(Xn,)c Y,,,,. And similarly as above, we can construct 
an embedding g,: cl U2 -* X,,,, n3 > n2, from compact closure of an open neighbor- 
hood U2 of f2(XnJ in Y,_ such that 
g2f2 = id and g;’ = “‘jjg2(cl U,). 
Thus inductively, we have the following commutative diagram of embeddings: 
n n II 
ym, = Y m2 c Y c . . . 9 , 
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where each U, is a relatively compact open set in Y,,,, and each f; and g;’ are 
‘t;-homotopic to restrictions offi It is easy to see that J;, i = I, 2,. _ . induce an open 
embedding f=: M + N “U-near to 1: cl 
V.T. Liem [ 15, 171 established the a-Approximation Theorem for R”-manifolds 
or Q”-manifolds and proved the next theorem as its corollary. We will give an 
elementary proof. We recall that a map f: X + Y is a Jine homotopy equivalence 
provided for each open cover % of Y there is a map g: Y + X called a %-inverse 
off such that 
fgz" id and gf~~-'('~ id. 
And a map f: X + Y is a near homeomorphism provided for any open cover 9 of Y, 
f is %-near to a homeomorphism. 
2.3. Theorem. Every fine homotopy equivalence f: M + N between R’-manifolds (or 
Q”-manifolds) is a near homeomorphism. 
Proof. First, write M =dir lim X, and N = dir lim Y, as in the proof of 2.2. For 
any open cover 49 of N, we will construct a homeomorphism Q-near toJ: Similarly 
as the proof of 2-2, take open refinements a,,, n = 1,2,. . . of Q so that 
Q>*Q,>*%2>*d%,>* . . . ( 
and inductively define open covers ?‘,, ‘rl, . . . as follows: 
?f,=Q, and W;t+,=~t*(?*;l,%~+,), n=1,2 ,.... 
Then each V;, refines Ou because 
st3(cCm, %“+,)=st(7m,st “U”*,)<st((Lvn, Q,)=st)(w;,_,, “u,) 
for each n > 1. Put n, = 1. By Lemma 1.5, take an embedding f,: X,, + N V,- 
homotopic to AX”,. And choose an m, 2 1 so that f,(X,,) c Y,,,,. Since f is a fine 
homotopy equivalence, f admits a %,-inverse g: N + M. Observe 
g(‘V,) <f’(st(‘y^,, 0213)). 
Then 
gf =/-“sl’~~‘,.‘u,‘) gflXn, =f-‘lV,) id. 
hence 
g[f,(X”,) = 
(-‘(511( ’,,%,)) 
f;‘. 
By the Homotopy Extension Theorem, f;“ can be extended to a map g’: Y,,,, + M 
such that 
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From Lemma 1.5, g’ is f’(%,)-homotopic to an embedding g,: Y,,,, + M extending 
fT’. Since 
fg,Afgk stz(y~~p~)fg~ Y,, z% id 
and 
st’( V,, %3) = st( V,, st %3) < st( T-,, %z), 
we have 
-I 
gl ,SW*%)fjg,( Y,,). 
Choose an n2> n, so that g,( Y,,,,)c X,,. Using the Homotopy Extension Theorem 
and Lemma 1.5, g;’ can be extended to an embedding fi: X,,+ N such that 
f2 = stZ(“Ya*Q3)JXn2, i.e., fi = vzJXn,. 
Then choose an m, > m, so that fi(X,J c Y,,,,. And similarly as above, we can extend 
f;’ to an embedding g,: Y,,,2+ M so that 
g;‘t sl(V~*~u’)flg*( Y_). 
Thus inductively we have the following commutative diagram: 
where each fi: and g;’ are ‘Vi-homotopic and st( Vi, %i+r)-homotopic to the restric- 
tions of f respectively. Then A, i = 1,2, . . . induce a homeomorphism fi: A4 + N 
%-near to f: 0 
If M is an W-manifold (resp. a Q”-manifold) then so is M xR” (resp. M x 0”) 
because R” x R” = R” and Q” x Q” zz Q” (e.g., see [2, Corollary III- 11). Therefore 
the Stability Theorem is a corollary of the above theorem. The direct proof, following 
the above arguments, is slightly simple. 
2.4. Stability Theorem. (Heisey [7, lo]): For any I&!“-manifold (resp. Q”-manifold) 
M, the projection p: M xIW~+ M (resp. p: M x Q”- M) is a near homeomorphism. 
A closed subset A of an W-manifold (resp. a Q”-manifold) M is said to be 
W-deficient (resp. Q”-deficient) if there is a homeomorphism h: M + M X6!” 
(resp. h: M + M x Q”) such that h(A) c M x(0). A closed set A of M is said to be 
strongly negligible in M if the inclusion M\Ac M is a near homeomorphism. The 
following Negligibility Theorem for W-deficient or Q”-deficient sets is an immedi- 
ate consequence of 2.3 (cf. [ 151). 
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2.5. Negligibility Theorem. (Liem [15, 171): Euery W-deficient (rap. Q”-dejcienr) 
subset of an F-manifold (resp. aQ”-manifold) M is strong!): negligible in M. 
The following Classification Theorem can be proved similarly as 2.3. The proof 
is much easier, k6 it is left to the reader. 
2.6. Classification Theorem. (Heisey [5,9]): Two W-manifolds (or Q”-manifold) are 
homeomorphic ifand only if they have the same homotopy type, equicalently, they have 
the same weak homotopy type. 
The Triangulation Theorem is an immediate consequence of the Classification 
Theorem and Corollary 1.7 (see [9]). 
2.7. Triangulation Theorem. (Heisey [7,9]): Each W-manifold (resp. Q”-manifold) 
is homeomorphic to IKI xR” (resp. [ICI x Q”) w h ere K is a countable locally jnite 
simplicial complex. 
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